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The market has rallied relentlessly into my preferred targetzone of SPX2465-2488 (Fig 1A); and topped at the 1.236x 

a extension: SPX2475. I didn’t show this Fib-extension yesterday because it is a somewhat uncommon for a c-wave. 

Nonetheless, it’s right at the prior two SPX2475 highs (minute-ii and minor-b) and inside the target zone. I say 

“relentlessly” as there’s still not been a >10p pullback, but as said yesterday: “it’s not necessary as c-waves can be 

one long wave.” Just see the rally from SPX2417->2454; no >10p pullbacks and it was a c-wave. Price did break above 

the red-trendline, but also as said yesterday: “that can be a fake breakout”. The hourly RSI5 got almost as overbought 

as it has been over the past 6 months (Fig 1B: blue and red horizontal lines). Does this mean the market has topped? 

Can’t say because A) of the lack of a >10p pullback and even then price can still reach SPX2488; B) there’s so far only 

been 3 waves up off the SPX2417 low: 2455->2428->2475. Thus I can’t say either that a new impulse up has started. 

For now the market is following the preferred b-wave script and I’ll stick to it until proven otherwise. 

Figure 1. SPX 1-minute and 60-minute charts. Preferred count: subdividing intermdiate-b reached target zone. 
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The ideal A.I. buy signal has so far netted 30p of gains and remains on a buy. Simillarly the MACD now gave a buy 

and the RSI5 and MFI14 are also pointing up. All want to see higher prices. But price stalled right at the dotted orange 

long term trendline. I still find the current TI and price set up similar to that in September last year and the reaction 

to the NFP report may proof me right. The RSI5 is now overbought, which often happens at the top of a b-wave. 

Thus for now the chart suggests higher, which is still possible according to the Fib-extensions shown on the 1-minute 

chart. Until the chart tells differently we’ll look up. 

Figure 2.  SPX daily TI chart: Back above the 50d SMA, but still below trend line support, all TIs are pointing up. 
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Some of you have asked for my EWT count on the NASDAQ and NDX100, and I wanted to share the former. Please 

recall I’ve shown this count in several updates and it finally got confirmed today with a new price high and new 

closing high. COMPQ is now in (green) minor-3 of (red) intermediate-v and came with 5p of the ideal 1.618x 

extension of minor-1, measured from minor-2 (Fib-extensions not shown to prevent clutter): $6435 vs $6440; 

respectively. This is the typical/standard wave-3 extension. If correct, price should now fall back to the 100% 

extension at ~$6359 +/- 5 and then rally for one last minor-5 to ideally $6460-6490. This should then complete all of 

major-3 for the tech sector (often the last to roll over). Note shown here, but please note that the INDU barely rallied 

today; adding only 0.25% while opening at $21936 and closing at $21948. Not as stellar a performance. 

Figure 3.  COMPQ daily TI chart: Intermediate iv and v confirmed. Minor-3 likely already in, minor-4 to ~$6360 next? 
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The S&P500’s McClellan Oscillator (MO) ended today at +24. Thus, market breadth confirmed today’s rally to higher 

prices at is also moved higher. Hence, the Summation Index (SPXSI) keeps turning back up, but remains on a sell. As 

said yesterday: “…breadth can strengthen further, but as said before, the Bulls really need MO readings of >60 to 

ensure the current rally is sustainable longer term…”, and even +23 simple doesn’t cut it. Thus, and until then, I treat 

this rally as suspect as it has the underlying hall marks of a b-wave rally (weak breadth). Compare the current setup 

with that of late-September last year. Yes of course breadth can surge more tomorrow, but we can only work with 

what we have. If it does surge, and price on the indices confirms then I’ll start signing a different tune and will pull 

my Bullish count off the shelve.  

Not shown here, but the $CPCE (at extreme levels a contrarian indicator) ended for the 2nd day in a row at 0.57; this 

is close to my “top imminent” levels of 0.55-0.50; and tells us that most traders now expect continued upside. The 

market may again, and as usual punish the majority by doing the opposite. 

Figure 3: SPXSI turned back up as market breadth turned more positive, but is still on a sell.  
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In conclusion: Price on the S&P500 reached the somewhat uncommon 1.236x a Fib-extension at SPX2475 for my 

preferred count of a minor-c wave of intermediate-b. Since there’s still not been a >10p pullback off the SPX2428 

it’s impossible to foresee if SPX2475 was it, or if minor-c can still extent. My recommendation from yesterday to 

“please don’t short this rally yet, as c-waves are notoriously fast and furious. It’s better to wait for price and TI 

confirmation to switch sides.” was hopefully not ignored and hopefully most of you were long. Since there’s only 

been 3 waves up off the SPX2417 low so far -2454->2428->2476- I can’t even say a new impulse up has started. As 

such the b-wave scenario remains preferred until proven otherwise; i.e. the S&P500 starts to move in quantifiable 

impulses.  

However, the NASDAQ confirmed a new impulse up by making a new high and new closing high. It peaked 5p shy of 

the ideal wave-3 Fib-extension (1.618x 1, from 2): This suggests minor-3 of intermediate-v is already in and minor-4 

should now target the 100% extension at ~$6359 +/- 5 and then rally for one last minor-5 to ideally $6460-6490. 

The DOW JONES was the weakest of all and only rallied 12p in the cash market after a gap up open. Not very 

convincing. Market breadth is still not convincing either as it closed at +23 today. Bulls need >60, for a sustained 

rally. This can change tomorrow, but for now; breadth is not confirming the rally. 
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